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Deep & Seamless Integrations Lead to Speed to ROI & Our Highest-Rated HRIS/IT Solutions

40%

Optimize & Augment Your Workday Investment with HiredScore

Maximize Your Workday Investments with Smart & Safe Automation
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Achieve your HR Transformation goals with Talent Orchestration solutions that are deeply 
integrated, fully global, and configured for bias-mitigation and safety

Maximize the full potential of your Workday investments with customizable, fully compliant, global 
candidate scoring, sourcing automation, internal mobility, diversity recruiting, and total talent 
intelligence across your modules - Recruiting, HCM, Talent Marketplace, Skills Cloud, and LMS, etc.

Reduction in 
time-to-screen with 
our AI for Recruiting

68%

Reduction in 
time-to-fill with our 
AI for Recruiting

64%

Quicker Speed to Hiring 
Manager Decisions with 
our AI for Workday

2X

Pre-Built Workday Integrations lead to a quick-to-ROI, low-risk to deploy, and high-performing post-launch AI 
for your Workday solutions. Our Workday Access Partnership ensures our integrations are fully up to date, our 
in-house expert-Workday teams implement and support your needs, our current & future product roadmap 
maximizes your Workday investment, and HRIS/IT teams have little to no risk for go-live and post-launch 
maintenance of our fully supported HiredScore-for-Workday AI.

Leverage Fully Compliant & Globally-Localized AI
Combining best-in-class Workday systems with our fully explainable, bias-mitigating HiredScore AI 
enables the most compliant global companies to progress HR transformations without risk and with legal 
approval. Our Highly customized and globally-local HiredScore AI, available in 150 countries, improves 
local Workday satisfaction and adoption, reducing local solution add-ons for unique hiring markets (i.e. 
China & Brazil), and ensuring global transformation agendas are achieved.

AI that Brings Together Workday With Your Collaboration Layer & Other Third Parties
HiredScoreʼs Nucleus fully connects and comprehends cross-system data, workflow processes, and 
multi-platform automation capabilities for Workday and your third parties (chat bots, video interview, 
VMS, CRM, talent databases, etc). Our AI is also integrated with your collaboration layers (MS Teams, Slack, 
Skype, etc) for minimal change management, improved adoption and utilization, low cost of IT ownership, 
mitigation of data islands, and advanced HR Innovation program achievement.

Some of the Results of our Native AI for Workday Solutions

of the Fortune 100 chose 
HiredScore for their 
HR Transformations
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